PIG FEVER

Health authorities caution all persons in the bay area about an epidemic of PIG FEVER. The virus is transmitted by mosquitoes and can be deadly. Signs of the disease include fever, weakness, and an increased risk of death.

CIVILIAN CONTROL OF POLICE

More and more in the United States today, the police force is the institution of government used to oppress and degrade the poor, the dispossessed, and the Black Community. The brutality and horrendous treatment of citizens by police is not just the result of some untrained, untrained officer, but is rather the result of the functions assigned to the police as an institution. We call for a restructuring of the police that would provide services, not just for the community, but for the community itself. We call for community control of all police personnel, expenditures, and law enforcement priorities. Only in this way can the police force be changed, and the attitudes of the police toward the community be changed.

DONALD DUCK MAX RAFFERTY

SPIES ON SCHOOLS

SAN FRANCISCO — Max Rafferty, California State Superintendent of Schools, has conceived a statewide plan for spying on high school militants with the help of local officials.

Rafferty has asked for names of activists from local superintendents and report cards on contacts with the Black Panthers, End the Draft, Student Union, and Students for a Democratic Society. Rafferty's plan was to "deal with the militant threat" as opposed to the San Francisco American Federation of Teachers, AFL-CIO. They have called on local superintendents to comply with Rafferty's request.

Rafferty's plan involves a series of meetings with local officials to discuss the "militant threat." In some cases, the meetings were convened by Superintendents to discuss the "militant threat." In one case, the meeting was held by a Superintendent of schools who was promoting the "militant threat."

AGAIN - A SMITH ACT FRAME-UP

The Cal Expo International Executive Board of October 29-30, 1963, decided that the board had been faced with a decision whether to include the Smith Act. The board had been faced with a decision whether to include the Smith Act. In the face of the Smith Act, the Cal Expo International Executive Board decided to go forward with the Smith Act.
Thousands of people around the world rallied on May Day in support of Huey P. Newton, Minister of Defense for the Black Panther Party.

Despite the people's demand to free Huey, Judge Alphonso J. Zirpoli sat on the bench in his federal court and found the charge based on the two previous convictions was not enough to justify the charge and set his bail at $50,000.

After the District Attorney protested about the "unprecedented" nature of this kind of decision by a federal judge, Zirpoli decided not to decide whether or not the state had cause for detaining Huey.

Huey Newton had been in jail for over a year since he allegedly shot and killed a man in an Oakland bar as a defense for his community. A racial jury in Oakland found him guilty of murder, but sentenced him to 2-15 years in jail on a manslaughter charge for an act of self-defense against the racists who ran the court system in America.

In hope of applying some heat on Judge Zirpoli, more than 10,000 people gathered in San Francisco to hear speeches by Panther leaders Kathleen Cleaver, Bobby Seale and David Hilliard and representatives from the Black Panther Party in Chicago, including Tom Hayden, who was introduced as "the founder of SDS."

Speakers from the TWFL, Brown Berets and women's liberation groups also spoke at the rally. A large group of children from the Panther's "Breakfast for Children" program attended, chanting and singing in support of Huey.

In Chicago, 2,000 people gathered in the area surrounding the Federal Courthouse around banners that read "Free Huey!" Speakers included Panthers Bobby Rush, Choka and Bob Lee, Mike Klonsky, SDS National Secretary, and Elliot Khare from Chicago Circle Campus SDS gave solidarity speeches, as did Cha Cha Jiminez, leader of the Young Lords, and Guad Lopez from the Latin American Defense Organization (LADO).

Several demand Huey's release, the crowd demanded that all political prisoners in Chicago be released and that the real criminals, the pig ruling class, be jailed. At present, there are dozens of Panthers in jail or facing long sentences following a wave of repression against the black and brown movements in Chicago. Panther Mickey White is still in prison for supposedly conspire to purchase explosives and guns from a local pig. At Mickey's bail reduction hearing, Judge Abraham Lincoln Mayerza (Paul Buhle Man of the Year) raised his bail from $75,000 to $100,000 in order to keep him off the streets.

As the rally came to an end, reports were coming in of rallies in New York, Detroit, East Lansing, Denver and Los Angeles, as well as in Europe, where students stormed U.S. embassies, demanding that Huey be set free.

FREE HUEY!
POWER TO THE PEOPLE!

---

NO MORE PIGS IN OUR COMMUNITY
OFF THE PIG

NO MORE BROTHERS IN JAIL
OFF THE PIG

FREE HUEY
Malcolm

In 1964 China exploded its bomb, which was a scientific breakthrough for the people... (text continues)

May 18th is the birthday of Malcolm, but his birthday is not why we must remember Malcolm. Why then do we remember Malcolm? Malcolm is best remembered as being the one percent of the black people of the United States who created and led the Black Power movement of the 1960s. He was the first to advocate for political power and self-determination for black people. His ideas and actions have had a lasting impact on the civil rights movement and on the struggle for black liberation.

Malcolm was a complex and controversial figure. He was a skilled orator and a master of the media. He was also a prolific writer,留下了许多著作 and speeches. His speeches were often powerful and emotional, and he used his platform to challenge the status quo and to advocate for black power.

Malcolm was not a被动的 participant in the struggle. He was an active participant in the movement, and he was willing to take risks to advance the cause. He was arrested multiple times, and he was shot and killed in 1965. Despite these challenges, he continued to speak out and to work for change.

Malcolm's legacy lives on. His ideas and his actions continue to inspire people around the world. He was a leader in the fight for black power and self-determination, and his legacy is one of courage, dedication, and sacrifice.

Remember Malcolm

Editorial Statement

May 18th is the birthday of Malcolm, but his birthday is not why we must remember Malcolm. Why then do we remember Malcolm? Malcolm is best remembered as being the one percent of the black people of the United States who created and led the Black Power movement of the 1960s. He was the first to advocate for political power and self-determination for black people. His ideas and actions have had a lasting impact on the civil rights movement and on the struggle for black liberation.
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Malcolm was not a被动的 participant in the struggle. He was an active participant in the movement, and he was willing to take risks to advance the cause. He was arrested multiple times, and he was shot and killed in 1965. Despite these challenges, he continued to speak out and to work for change.

Malcolm's legacy lives on. His ideas and his actions continue to inspire people around the world. He was a leader in the fight for black power and self-determination, and his legacy is one of courage, dedication, and sacrifice.

Remember Malcolm
motion and then they ask, "What about the brothers who you murdered?" But when it comes to murder itself, it's forgotten, gone by, glossed over. And nothing has been done about it. So this is why I say, if we get involved in the civil rights movements and go to Washington or any place else to help our people get registered to vote, we intend to go prepared, on one side and in realizing that there was a plan all along to intimidate some of the people when you register things in Harlem so that they could vote, you uphold the law, it's all right. To register in Harlem who were prepared and equipped and ready to retaliate situations like that who, although they were not involved, the real miracle of 1964, I feel it is you, and not the people who are being illegally attacked. And it is not the police, it is not the people who are being illegally attacked. And it is not the police, it is not the police. And it is not the police, it is not the police. And it is not the police.

Concerning the Harlem incident that took place during the summer, when the citizens of Harlem were attacked in a "protest". How do you say that word? Protest? That's what it was. I was reading about it. I don't know how to pronounce that word. I can't pronounce it because it's not my word. (laughter) And when the people of Harlem were victims of that protest (that's your word) (laughter) during the summer, we had heard long before it took place that it was going to take place. We had gotten the word that there were elements in the power structure that were going to initiate a riot, something in Harlem that they could call a riot, in order that they could stop in and be justified in using whatever methods necessary to crush the militant groups which were still considered in the embryo. 

We don't intend to be a part of that. We are in Harlem so that they could vote, you uphold the law. It's all right. To register in Harlem who were prepared and equipped and ready to retaliate. And you get the right to protect yourself by anyone necessary.
Standing in front of house built by Malcolm's father are his brothers Wesley, and sisters Yvonne and Reginald.

Negroes should arm themselves for self-defense

As a man, Malcolm X had the physical bearing and the inner self-confidence of a born aristocrat. And he was potentially dangerous. No man in our time aroused fear and hatred in the white man as did Malcolm, because in him the white man sensed an implacable foe who could not be had for any price - a man unreservedly committed to the cause of liberating the black man in American society rather than integrating the black man into society.

Malcolm stated: "This country (America) and this society has mastered the art of very deceitfully pairing people whom they don't like in a league that they know you won't like. So you end up hating your friends and loving your enemies.

"Everyday, I would gamble all of my tips on the numbers, and dream of what I would do when I hit."

Why Black Nationalism? How can there be white-black solidarity before there is first some Black solidarity.
Malcolm and his family with Muhammad Ali

They were killed by the same racist society

Malcolm shakes hands with actors Ossie Davis and Ruby Dee

With Rev. M. Galamison and Adam C. Powell

You can't operate a capitalist system unless you are vulturistic, you have to have someone else's blood to suck to be a capitalist. You show me a capitalist I'll show you a bloodsucker. He cannot be anything but a bloodsucker if he's going to be a capitalist.

Malcolm talks with Long Island U. Students

Just returned home from trip abroad

Speaking to the Harvard Law School Forum
MALCOLM WITH PRINCE FAISAL DURING HIS TRIP TO MECCA

On his tour through Africa he met Mrs W.E.B. DuBois.

How can white America atone for enslaving millions of human beings?

There has never been a non-violent revolution.
HE ROSE FROM HOODLUM, THIEF, DOPE PDELER, PIMP
TO BECOME THE MOST DYNAMIC LEADER OF THE BLACK REVOLUTION

YOU'VE GOT TO CONTROL YOUR OWN

America got rich because you made it rich.

POWER IS THE MAGIC WORD POWER AGAINST POWER

"I remember the police were always dropping by our house, just checking, for a gun"

Lets learn his language. If his language is a shotgun, get a shotgun.

ALL OF OUR PEOPLE HAVE THE SAME PROBLEM--FREEDOM
Racists attempted to murder Malcolm and his family by bombing his home

Immediately after the shooting at the Audubon Ballroom in Harlem

Ossie Davis speaks at Malcolm's funeral

Malcolm's widow Mrs. Betty Shabazz stands at the head of his grave as coffin is lowered.

Malcolm X being carried to the hospital by his co-murderers

Malcolm's widow leaving coroner's office with his sister Mrs. Ella Collins.

**QUOTATIONS FROM MALCOLM**

Revolution is bloody, revolution is hostile, revolution knows no compromise, revolution overturns and destroys everything that gets in its way.

It is criminal to teach a man not to defend himself when he is the constant victim of brutal attack.

We have a common oppressor, a common exploiter, and a common discriminator. Once we all realize that we have a common enemy, we can unite.

We are anti-exploitation, anti-degradation, anti-oppression if the white man doesn't want us to be anti-him then let him stop oppressing, degrading and exploiting us.

It is impossible for a white person to believe in capitalism and not believe in racism.

America's conscience is bankrupt. She lost all conscience long time ago.

Whenever they speak of a population explosion they are referring to the people in Asia or in Africa - the black, brown, red and yellow people.

This country smashes anything that gets in its way. It crushes anything that gets in its way. And since we're Americans, they tell us, well, we'll do it the American way. We'll smash anything that gets in our way.

You can't operate a capitalistic system unless you are vulturistic you have to have someone else's blood to suck to be a capitalist.

Anytime Uncle Sam, with all his machinery for warfare, is held to a draw by some rice-eaters, he's lost the battle.
LONG LIVE HO CHI MINH

Born May 19, 1890, Ho Chi Minh is the unparalleled leader of the people of Viet Nam. At the age of 77, he is looked upon as one of the greatest Marxist-Leninists of all times, Ho Chi Minh's great leadership is manifested in the history and heroic people of Viet Nam who are waging such an unyielding fight against the American imperialism. Not only have they resisted U.S. Colonialism, they refused to yield to the imperial forces of the Japanese or the French. Their struggles have spanned some 20 years. In the past ten years the entire Vietnamese have overcome hard ships, made every sacrifice and struggled valiantly against U.S. aggressors. Starting with their bare hands, they have seized guns from the enemy to fight against the enemy. They are recording victory after victory and are launching a continual attack, inflicting upon the U.S. aggressors and their puppets ever greater defeats and causing them to be bogged down more and more deeply.

The Black Panther Party and the revolutionary peoples of racist America wish Ho Chi Minh a very happy birthday and many returns of the day. Having faced the same enemy for four hundred years, we the Black Panther Party want him to know that we stand in complete solidarity with the revolutionary people of Vietnam. We will fight imperialism with persistence and resolution.

All Power belongs to All the People.

HAPPY BIRTHDAY

PRESIDENT HO CHI MINH

BORN MAY 19, 1890

Certainly the U.S. aggressors will meet with complete failure. Our armed forces and people throughout the country will surely win complete victory.

Writings of Mao Tse-Tung

Quotations: The Little Red Handbook: Guide to Action of the Red Guards and The People's Liberation Army of China . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
“I BELIEVE IN ANYTHING THAT IS NECESSARY TO CORRECT UNJUST CONDITIONS POLITICAL, ECONOMIC, SOCIAL, PROFESSIONAL, ANYTHING THAT’S NECESSARY. I BELIEVE IN IT AS LONG AS IT’S INTELLIGENTLY DIRECTED AND DESIGNED TO GET RESULTS.”

Malcolm
January 7, 1965
S.F. PIGS ATTEMPT TO ARREST ENTIRE BROWN COMMUNITY

By Lucien Lands<br>

The present harassment of Black Panther members and black people throughout the Bay Area is an ever-increasing issue of recent and never-ending violence, brutality, and legal harassment. The arrest of the recent pig impersonation and the kangaroo court on a local community level.

On February 28th, 1969, the Haight-Ashbury community and another brother were advertising a rally where they were being harassed by a group of pigs who were pulling out of Panther's parking lot. In March 1969, Thelma Bankston's house was in a state of disorder.
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DES MOINES PANTHER BOMBING

The recent bombing of the Des Moines Panther Party's headquarters by police was an attempt to silence the voice of the Panther Party. The行动 was probably related to the attacks on the community and the active opposition to the war in Vietnam. The bombing followed a phone call from the Party, threatening to denounce the actions of the police.

The building, named the "Black Panther" by the FBI, was a center for the Panthers' activities. The action was aimed at disrupting their work and preventing them from carrying out their goals.

The police claim that the Panthers were involved in the bombing, but the Panthers deny any involvement. They believe that the police are trying to silence their voices and prevent them from speaking out against the war.

The Panthers are a political party that was formed in the 1960s to fight against poverty, police brutality, and racism. They believe that the United States government is a threat to their survival and they are willing to do whatever it takes to protect their community.

The Panthers have been targeted by the police and the government for many years. They have been arrested, beaten, and killed for their activism. But they continue to fight for their rights and to stand up for what they believe is right.

The Panthers are a symbol of the power of the people. They show that even in the face of adversity, people can come together and fight for their rights. They are an inspiration to all who stand against injustice.

PANTHER POWER
FBI PIG HARASSMENT

About 11 am, Tuesday, April 29, The Peekskill Library did not have 1969, a F.B.I. pig who had been watching me. I work at a candle place in the Innsbruck Revenue because it is too long. New 

the books and asked if Lauren Newkwit know what the charge was. I told him there. Mr. and Mrs. Artists new the meeting will go and get him for you. He showed the Defense Captains the called to see if there is a problem now. I showed the first the charge to the next chair and bought the F.B.I. library. The answer came the next chair and made a note of his name. I thought, "What kind of the pig asked him again, "What is this? And The charge is serious. In other that are going to be used must be in court. He left the room and then replied, "show up at this place", the pig said, and informed me, "What How (which was indicated on the left arm). Was the pig in the left hand. But the pigs will do that.

Then I asked the pig what anything, I then made arrangements for you. He told me what was going on. I did not know about the pig department. Asked him if it was internal. This is one of the many tactics Revenue Charge, The F.B.I. does not use this method of the pig system to restrict me. I will not be able to do this for some time.

I later found out that the end stop it's efforts to liberate Black from being at war and not at war. I told him that it was not internal. The pig is against the man who is against the people. I don't know about the pig system.

National task against the mean, POWER TO THE PEOPLE
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ARAB PEOPLE DETERMINED TO FIGHT UNTIL VICTORY OR DEATH

The Panther Party has made exercises their constitutional right. Instead of public statements over the past year and arm themselves, they have turned to the effect that we see there full systematic experiential agents in the party, and if they attempt by their gene against, such a hairbreadth scheme as an example, have been organized necessary to internalize, as a spiritual people, a place in the form of our culture shows is under madness. The enemy of our presence, the all with the will to voice the Panther Party newspaper, in the full development of explicit press and both for the black people, the free black press and the true freedom of the Panthers Party to express this to feed hungry children, to go to the pigs in city hall, the pig that lives in our actions, with our actions and how he had to resolve the black press and the black press and the revolutionary, and to have the ability to express ourselves to the black. And the political party, power structure take out of our community daily. To represent the people, by blocking the Panic. The Panther Party because then they will be united with more nonviolent resistance, bad moment towards stopping this exploitation and our current moment country, and the world’s the least resistance to pig oppression, more in hospitals, more in the dead and for all the reasons of the people for the price, and kill, and exploited the police department, people suffer. We will do, who have the support of the Power To The People. These are the people, and our belief that black people, and all people still defend acting, sitting. Secretary themselves from the racist pig city, and that our people should...

The FBI is a National Liberation Front, and we hope that the...
IILLINOIS BLACK PARTY NIGHT PARTY

A new street, called Black Power Lane, has been
opened in Chicago's Black Power party. The
party, which is made up of several black political
groups, has been active in the city for several
years. The party is opposed to the Vietnam War
and supports the rights of black people.

THE BLACK PANTHER PARTY

The Black Panther Party is a revolutionary
organization that was formed in 1966. The party
was founded by Huey Newton and Bobby Seale
in Los Angeles. The Black Panthers were known
for their militant stance on social and economic
issues, and they were often involved in armed
conflicts with the police. The party's goals were
to promote black power and to fight against
racism.

The Black Panther Party's main goals were
to promote black power and to fight against
racism. The party's members were often involved
in armed conflicts with the police. The party's
goals were to promote black power and to
fight against racism.

CONFIDENTIAL

I have been working closely with the Black
Panther Party for the past year. I have
been providing them with strategic advice and
assistance in their fight against racism.

The Black Panthers have made major
strides in the past year. They have
been successful in mobilizing black
people to demand their rights and to
fight against police brutality.

I am proud to have been a part of
the Black Panther Party's success.

Yours truly,

[Signature]

THE LAW ON CENTRE ST.
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THE LAW ON CENTRE ST.
BREAKFAST FOR SCHOOL CHILDREN

We of the Black Panther Party are calling on all mothers and others who work to provide our revolutionary program of making sure that our young have full stomachs before going to school. The schools and the Board of Education should have better programs instituted long ago. Some of the Black Panther Party are starting to see that the true needs and desires of the Black people are met. How can we expect to develop strong, brave, intelligent Black leaders if they have to concentrate on their empty stomachs instead of the better Black children in the Black Community. Mothers, Welfare recipients, uncles, grandmothers, guards and unionists with this COMMUNITY-PARTY PROGRAM. We are asking the Black Community for all business throughout to support this program. The food for our children.

SAFETY STORE OAKLAND DONATES FOOD FOR BREAKFAST FOR CHILDREN

After months of planning, Safety, which is one of the largest and richest chain stores in this country, finally came through for the people. On Saturday, April 26, 1969, Safety began its drive. I'm sure we will spread throughout the country, once people understand its needs.

Safety obviously recognizes the need of poor Black children to have at least one good meal a day. The six years of neglecting profits from the people, they (Safety) finally gave the people three cents out of 35 cents. During this period, the average Black family of five persons, approximately thirty dollars a week on food. This amount to $1,860 a year on food. With the cost of living going up, this figure is more and more going to the rich. This is also a known fact that the Black Panther Party is spreading rapidly across the nation, and that even more breakfast for children programs will be started. Since Safety has taken the initial step in showing a socialist attitude toward the needs and desires of the people, perhaps this action will promote other national chains stores to help the children.

If you make a donation, you will receive a receipt from the Black Panther Party.

We urge as many Mothers and Detroit Branch other Black citizens as possible to Black Panther Party.

I WOULD LIKE TO DONATE
SEND DONATIONS TO ST. AUGUSTINE'S EPISCOPAL CHURCH, 729 W. 1ST ST, OAKLAND, CA

I enclose

Food

Date

Address

City

If Business includes for your tax
deduction

Name

City

MAKE CHECKS TO: BFSC - ST. AUGUSTINES CHURCH

SOLIDARITY AND VICTORY THROUGH THE STRUGGLE

I'm sorry it has taken me so long to write but I am only allowed one letter a day and I've been trying to correspond with the brothers and sisters in the cadre. I was informed of the pre-eminent's name of San Francisco Chapter and their attempt to see if G.O.C. originally, laws were made to serve man, but we have heard and seen the nature of the society without them, but when these laws fail to do what they were meant to do, then the laws must be set aside. We cannot perfect laws or institutions because we cannot make the people solve our problems ourselves. Therefore, we must be aware in mind that conditions change. As conditions change around us, so do the laws and institutions, for if the laws and institutions are not capable of coping with these changes we can and must expect instability. In recent years we find that every

where, the masses are asking for a redistribution of the wealth of the land which we all consider we should have worked this land, we have and will keep this land, and we want an equal share of this land for every one who will work or who will physically take part in the struggle. We do not believe some people are as great as others, but I believe it is a basic right of every man to be decently. We were all born and thus we all have a right to live. Some people do not like this, but it is true. We are all people, that is to say (Man will only be ruled if it is to be ruled). They gently themselves and hide their true faces, so let the people judge your integrity as well.

I suggest the following:

1) The Black Panther Party
2) The Black Panther Party
3) The Black Panther Party
4) The Black Panther Party

The following is a partially completed table of the original propositions and which have been brought against the Illinois Panthera in a determined effort of one section of the party both financially and organizationally. Spaces do not permit an explanation of the actual circumstances surrounding each arrest and prosecution the table shows only the charge, bail, trial and next court date (U.W. = Unlawful Use of Weapons).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Date of Birth</th>
<th>Place of Birth</th>
<th>Occupation</th>
<th>Religion</th>
<th>Political Affiliation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Michael Henderson</td>
<td>June 3, 1940</td>
<td>Chicago, IL</td>
<td>Police</td>
<td>Catholic</td>
<td>Communist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ray Allen</td>
<td>August 15, 1942</td>
<td>Chicago, IL</td>
<td>Teacher</td>
<td>Baptist</td>
<td>Republican</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Smith</td>
<td>November 23, 1944</td>
<td>Chicago, IL</td>
<td>Engineer</td>
<td>Jewish</td>
<td>Socialist</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In March a carload of Panthera was stopped and searched.

Alvino Shim - $1,500
Irvin Shim - $1,000
Michael Shim - $1,000

Also in March a second car was stopped and searched.

Robert Johnson - $1,200
Robert Johnson - $1,500

In March three Panthers were arrested in a car alleging trying to buy machine guns.

Luther Johnson - $1,000
Luther Johnson - $1,500

In May, 1969, eight Panthers were arrested in a car.

Perry Johnson - $1,000
Perry Johnson - $1,500
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THE BLACK PANTHER PARTY

Black Panther Party
4079 South Central Avenue
Los Angeles

The French Federation of Black African Students seeks to create a forum for anti-racist and anti-imperialist struggle. Our American Brethren, your contribution is an important part of the world liberation struggles of Black People. Fight to Black Panther and Liberty, Newton. The French Federation of Black African Students

2 Rue Broca Paris France
INTERVIEW

WITH LEE EDWARD NEWTON

LLE: What is the Black Panther Party for Self-Defense? FN: It is for the defense of black people from the murder, oppression, and exploitation of white people. MN: It is for the defense of black people from the murder, oppression, and exploitation of white people.

LLE: How many members does the Black Panther Party have? FN: We have over 100,000 members. MN: We have over 100,000 members.

LLE: How does it function? FN: We function through the philosophy of Black Power. We believe in self-defense and self-reliance. MN: We function through the philosophy of Black Power. We believe in self-defense and self-reliance.

LLE: What is the role of the Black Panther Party in society? FN: Our role is to protect and defend the black community. MN: Our role is to protect and defend the black community.


LLE: How do you recruit new members? FN: We recruit new members through our programs and activities. MN: We recruit new members through our programs and activities.

LLE: What are some of the challenges faced by the Black Panther Party? FN: We face challenges such as police harassment and violence. MN: We face challenges such as police harassment and violence.

LLE: What is the future of the Black Panther Party? FN: We believe that the future of the Black Panther Party is bright. MN: We believe that the future of the Black Panther Party is bright.

LLE: How can people support the Black Panther Party? FN: People can support the Black Panther Party by joining us, donating to us, and spreading our message. MN: People can support the Black Panther Party by joining us, donating to us, and spreading our message.
SOUL ON ICE?


Eldridge Cleaver made the decision to politically exile himself November 27th, on the basis that the Adult Authority made an unlawful decision, and that he has been denied his constitutional right to due process of law.

The revocation of Cleaver’s parole was illegal, because no parole violation had occurred.

The Adult Authority parole board has tried to maintain that Cleaver violated his parole by having a rifle in his possession, and by associating with individuals of bad reputation. This contention, we will show, is false. The Adult Authority version contradicts the Superior Court order itself:

"... Cleaver's only handling of a firearm (the rifle) was in obedience to a police command. He did not handle a hand gun at all. There was nothing one way or the other to show a conspiracy or a situation calling for the application of the doctrine of aiding and abetting. Hence, nothing supported either the possession of a firearm or the assault charge.

As to the charge of association with individuals of bad reputation, the report indicated that two or three of those named had "police records," but nothing to show whether any had been convicted of anything, or whether Cleaver knew of their arrest record." (Superior Court, p. 127, 128, 129, 130)

Parolee Cleaver was denied due process of law by being denied opportunity in person.

Why was Cleaver returned to prison as a parole violator if documented evidence to the contrary was presented in his defense? To answer that question, one must examine the Adult Authority. This board has the right to arbitrarily revoke or suspend parole on any individual. At the same time, the Adult Authority maintains falsely that Cleaver has the opportunity to defend himself at a hearing. This is how it works:

A parolee is served with violation charges, is interviewed, is given a hearing (before the Adult Authority itself, the charging party) at which the parolee may ‘plead’ to the parole violation charges, and is afforded an opportunity to present his defense.

"At the hearing" a parolee is denied the right to counsel, may not have an independent and impartial officer to conduct the hearing and make decision. (Pettition for Hearing in the Superior Court, p. 17)

Not only does the Adult Authority hold secret hearings, but it also refuses to notify persons under its jurisdiction of its procedures, or of its variable definitions of what constitutes a parole violation. This secrecy and vagueness is in direct violation of federal law which requires agencies to publish their procedures "for guidance of the public."

"Petitioner (Cleaver) is immediately and seriously prejudiced by the Adult Authority’s unlawful refusal to publish its regulations, since he is to be imprisoned by virtue of an action which the Adult Authority still seeks to guard in this ‘well of secrecy.’ (Pettition for Hearing in the Superior Court, p. 12)

Yes, the Adult Authority acted unjustly and illegally. Its decision was an unlawful decision. Cleaver had no chance of obtaining ‘justice’ from these Star Chamber proceedings. Why then wouldn’t the U.S. Supreme Court hear Cleaver’s case? There are, we believe, three reasons why the case wasn’t accepted. The first is that any fair minded court would obviously have released Cleaver, thereby setting a precedent. The second is that thousands of cases of alleged parole violation from all over California and other states would be subject to reversal. Thirdly, the illegal functioning of the Adult Authority would come under attack. The U.S. Supreme Court just couldn’t afford to consider the Cleaver case during this turbulent period.

Eldridge Cleaver is a victim of naked, shameless political persecution. As Judge Sherwin puts it:

... The uncontradicted evidence presented to this court indicated that the petitioner had been a model parolee. The peril to his parole status stemmed from no failure of personal rehabilitation, but from his undue elevation in pursuing political goals, goals which were offensive to many of his contemporaries. Not only was there absence of cause for the cancellation of parole, it was the product of a type of pressure backbiting, to say the least, to the law enforcement paraphernalia of this state.

Cleaver is in political exile because a man of his convictions cannot get justice here. Indeed, if we are to give more than lip service to the concepts of freedom and justice we must support him. The work to get him discharged from parole must continue. An intense publicity campaign is necessary now to bring to the public the legal defense and arguments which were carried to the courts with no satisfaction. We must all work together to focus attention of this case. This is not an issue of one man’s freedom, but a broad struggle which affirms the right of all of us to speak out politically in this country. If Cleaver is not allowed his freedom, it is not just a matter of time until all our freedoms are further reduced. His is not a personal struggle but a political one.

INTERNATIONAL COMMITTEE TO DEFEND ELDREDGE CLEAVER

I would like to join the efforts of all those who are working to defend Eldridge Cleaver from political persecution.

Please add my name to the list of sponsors of the International Committee to Defend Eldridge Cleaver.

I enclose $ to assist the legal expenses and the Committee’s campaign to publicize and promote Eldridge Cleaver’s defense.

I can volunteer some time to help the Committee.

Name __________________________ Date _______________

Address ________________________________________________________________________________

City ___________ State ___________ Zip ______________

Profession ______________________ Organization or Title ______________________________

ICDEQ, 405 Beach Street, San Francisco, Calif. 94113

Robert Scheer, Director
The X is for the same
you can never re-claim,
cut four centuries ago from your lips,
and irrecoverably lost now,
blood, dust, sweat, and many bloody miles.
X, then,
is the unknown quantity,
and you write in what you choose,
Then let the X stand;
And if any ask why, say it means
a re-learned faith,
the rediscovered but tinfoiled
of your manhood, your womanhood.
As X marks the spot on many-named treasure maps
spotting buried gold,
birthright stolen by thieves and pirates of the flesh
so long ago.
That final X,
born out of the raped past,
And what it really stands for is,
Tomorrow.